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Family mood lifter

Want to learn about your
tween’s day while putting
a smile on everyone’s face? During
dinner, pose upbeat questions like
“What made you happy today?” or
“What are you looking forward to this
week?” Idea: Ask your child to come
up with tomorrow’s questions.
Clean = safer and healthier

Remind your middle schooler that she
has a key role to play in keeping her
environment (and herself) as clean as
possible. That means washing her
hands frequently —especially now.
She should also toss trash in bins and
wipe up anything she spills so she
doesn’t make extra work for busy parents or school custodians.
Rice and ratios

The kitchen is a great place for your
tween to brush up on ratios and percentages. For example, while cooking
rice, ask him what the ratio is of dry
rice to liquid (1:2, or 1 cup uncooked
rice to 2 cups water). Or suggest that
he use percentages to mix up his perfect batch of trail mix. Maybe he’ll use
50 percent nuts, 30 percent dried
fruit, 10 percent seeds, and 10 percent
chocolate chips.
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Back-to-school questions,
answered
The start of a new school year is
an exciting time. But the disruptions this year may have
left you wondering how to
help your tween do her
best. Here are answers to
questions from parents
like you.
Q: My tween is struggling
to get back into learning
mode this school year. What
can I do?
A: Children—and adults—face many
distractions in the era of COVID-19.
Help your child get on track by showing enthusiasm for what he is learning,
whether it’s in school or online. You
might watch a movie that’s set in an era
he’s studying in history or ask him to
explain an engineering project he’s
working on.

Just for fun
Q:

How many marbles
can you put in an
empty jar?

A: One. After
that, the jar
isn’t empty
anymore.
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A: Explain to your tween that her classmates are in the same situation. Teachers know that students may need to
review last year’s work, such as math
formulas or Spanish vocabulary, before
moving on to new material. If your
child doesn’t understand something,
encourage her to speak up. Her teacher
will understand—and provide support.
Q: When my tween does schoolwork
online, how do I know he’s doing what
he’s supposed to do?

Worth quoting

“No matter what people tell you,
words and ideas can change the
world.” Robin Williams

Q: My child is concerned that she won’t
remember what she learned last year.
How can I help?

Q: With all the COVID-19 news, my
daughter is a little nervous about
school. What should I say?
A: Getting the facts may help your child
feel better. Ask what, specifically, she’s
concerned about. If she has a question
you can’t answer, look it up together.
Explain that by following rules—even
hard ones for middle graders like social
distancing from friends—she reduces her
risk of getting sick or spreading germs to
you, her grandparents, and others.

A: Have your tween close any apps or
tabs not related to his work. That will
help him stay focused. Also, look over
completed online work just
as you might look at
paper-and-pencil
assignments and
projects. You
may be able to
monitor grades
online and see whether he has any missing work. And you can always contact
teachers if you have questions about
your child’s progress.
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Organized from the start

File everything.

Setting up and using a
filing system means your tween will
always find what he needs. He might
choose a different-color folder for
each class. Or he could have one
folder for notes and assignments
and another for completed work.
Tip: Suggest that he turn a
shower caddy into a portable
school-supply station.

In middle school, staying organized
is one of the most important steps to
success. Help your child stay on top of
his schoolwork with these strategies.
Use a planner. Make sure your
tween has a planner— and takes
advantage of it. He should write in
assignment deadlines, study sessions,
and test dates. Then he could estimate and enter the time he’ll spend
on each task. That will help him plan
work sessions.

Invest 10 minutes each day.

Encourage your child to take five
minutes before school to consult
his planner and check that he has
what he needs for that day. After school, he can spend five
minutes filing papers and throwing away anything he doesn’t
need.

Word games
Word games are not only fun, they
help build vocabulary and spelling
skills. Here are two to try.

Middle school: A parent’s role

■

Q When my daughter was in elementary school,
I was very active in her school life. Now that
she’s older, should I still be so involved?

Word morph

Have your
youngster
write a fiveor six-letter
word at the top
of a sheet of
paper. Let family
members take turns
making a new word
by changing one letter in the last word
written. Example: quack, quick, quirk.
When you can’t make any more words,
pick a new word and play again.
Word staircase

Each player writes the numbers 4 to
12 down the left side of her paper. One
person picks a two-letter combination
that often begins words (en, cr, ph) and
sets a timer for five minutes. Next to
each number, write a word with that
many letters and beginning with the letters chosen. Example: For en, put envy
beside 4 and enact by 5. To win, come
up with the most words that no one
else used.
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■

A Research shows that students of all ages
do better when their parents are involved.
But that involvement may look a little different now that your daughter is in middle school.
For instance, she’s expected to take more
responsibility for her learning. So you might offer to brainstorm ideas for a project,
but let her choose the topic. Or if she’s not sure how to approach an assignment,
encourage her to ask her teacher for help rather than having you reach out for her.
On the other hand, some things will look the same. Attend back-to-school night
and parent-teacher conferences, just as you did when she was in elementary school.
Introduce yourself to your child’s teachers, and ask how they prefer to be contacted.
Finally, visit the school website and sign up to receive emails—then be sure to
check the site and your inbox regularly for news.

Helping tweens bounce back
My son Matthew can
be really hard on himself.
When he was eliminated early during
last year’s spelling bee, he called himself
a “failure” and said he wouldn’t enter
this year.
His English teacher told Matthew she
hoped he’d try again. In fact, she
encouraged him to look at the
setback as an opportunity
to build “resilience” (the
ability to bounce back
from tough situations).
Following the teacher’s lead, I asked Matthew to tell me what

he’d learned from the spelling bee. He
said he had trouble with the words that
came from French. Then he said he
guessed he could spend more time
studying those words for this year’s bee.
To try to build up his resilience, I’m
encouraging Matthew to take chances
with other things that interest him. For
instance, he recently took up baking.
When he frosted his first cake
before it cooled and the
icing melted down the
sides, he learned that
slipups aren’t the end of
the world. That messy
cake still tasted great!
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Boost self-esteem

Your middle schooler’s
friends can have a big
impact on how she feels about herself. If her self-confidence is lagging,
ask, “Which friends make you feel
good?” and “Do any friends put you
down?” Suggest that she hang on to
friends in the first category—and
rethink how much time she spends
with those in the second.
Working in front of a
computer screen can
cause eye strain. To avoid headaches, blurred vision, and watery
eyes, your child should use the
20-20-20 rule. For every 20 minutes
of screen time, look up at something
20 feet away for 20 seconds.
Energy investigator

Learning about your family’s energy
use introduces your tween to science
concepts— and gives him a chance to
help take care of the planet. Have him
search online for top energy-wasters
and then find opportunities to correct
them at home, like unplugging a fully
charged phone or a printer that’s in
“sleep” mode.
Worth quoting

“Life is like a trumpet. If you don’t put
anything into it, you don’t get anything out of it.” W. C. Handy
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Limits for middle schoolers
Your tween might not
admit it now that he’s
getting older, but
boundaries help him
feel safe and secure.
Rules also teach him
to make positive
choices as he grows
up. Consider these
tips for setting limits.
Prioritize rules

Having too many
rules can be confusing
for everyone. Try to narrow them to key categories like
health and safety (no drugs and alcohol, limit screen time), school (complete homework on time, keep grades
up), and family life (do chores, be
respectful).
Be clear and reasonable

State each rule simply but clearly, and
try to phrase it in a positive way. Example: “Sign off from social media and put
away your phone 1 hour before bed” vs.
“Don’t chat with friends at night.” Listen
to your tween’s input (“My friends text
late!”). Then explain your reasoning.

Stay on top of projects

(“Screen time can interfere with sleep,
and you need sleep to stay healthy and
do well in school.”)
Remain consistent

Stand firm in enforcing rules—letting
something slide teaches your child that
the rules don’t really matter. Also, assign
a consequence that’s directly linked to
each rule. Have him make and hang up
a two-column list labeled “Rules” (“I
agree to finish homework before playing
video games”) and “Consequences” (“If
not, I understand that I can’t play video
games for one day”).

Just for fun

A long-term project will seem more doable if
your tween thinks of it as a series of smaller
assignments. Recommend this strategy.

Q:

■ Break it into chunks.

What do you get when
you cross a stream
and a brook?

A: Wet
feet!

Your child can
start by listing everything she needs to do.
For a paper analyzing a famous speech, steps
might begin with: “1. Read the speech,” and
“2. Research the speaker’s life.” Seeing that each
step is something she can handle will give her the motivation to begin.

■ Assign a deadline to each chunk.

Your middle grader could work backward to make a schedule for completing her project. On her calendar, she should
write in the project’s due date, then add her own due date for each step.
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Find meaning in books
Thinking “outside the book” often
leads to deeper understanding when
your child reads novels for school.
Share these activities.

Visualize it. Picturing people and places helps your
middle grader comprehend
books set in other times and
lands. Suggest that she look
up images online from the
time period the book is set
in. Ask her to imagine how
people she reads about would
have dressed or what they might have eaten. Or perhaps
she’ll learn more about a setting in her book by looking at
images on google.com/earth/.

Pair it up.

Encourage your middle
schooler to find a poem or another
book that’s related to what she’s reading. For a novel about the Dust Bowl,
she might choose Langston Hughes’s
poem, “Dust Bowl.” How does the
poem affect her feelings about events in
the book? Or she could read an ice-skater’s
biography along with a novel about ice-skating.

Take a picture!
Snapping photos is a popular pastime
for tweens. With these ideas, your child
will boost his creativity as he takes
interesting shots.
Experiment with subjects

Encourage your middle grader to shoot
extreme close-ups of objects, such as marbles in a jar or the inside of an orange.
Then, he can share the photo with family
members and challenge them to figure
out what’s pictured. Or he might snap
photos related to a theme, perhaps water
or happiness, and put them in an album
to keep on the coffee table.
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for my family’s health, but we weren’t making time for it. So now each week, we
appoint an “activity director” who plans
an active game to play.
My seventh-grader, Mariah, invented
Calculator Hopscotch. She drew a calculator on the driveway, and on each turn, players
toss a rock onto a number and hop onto squares
to create equations equaling that number. For instance,
when Mariah’s rock landed on 7, she solved 56 ÷ 8 = 7 by hopping on 5, 6, ÷, 8,
=, and 7. Since her equation was correct, she scored 7 points. High score won
the game.
My sixth-grader, Rafael, made up a nature scavenger hunt. He listed things to
find, like an acorn or something blue, and we raced to find them. We’re having so
much fun playing outside that we don’t even feel like we’re exercising!

&

Your tween could try shooting the
same scene or object from various perspectives. Maybe he’ll lie under a tree
and point his camera straight up to take
a picture. Then he can stand up, step
away from the tree, and get a photo at a
different angle.
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What does knowing more
about the world of ice-skating
add to her understanding of
the challenges the characters
in the book faced?

Academic honesty—at home

Q How can I make sure my son
■
A doesn’t
cheat when he works

online at home?

■

A It can be tempting for tweens to
copy and paste information from the
internet or chat answers to friends. Or
they may not even realize they’re cheating. Explain to your child that cheating
is dishonest, can cause him to
get a zero on his work—
and will prevent him
from learning.
Instead of copying
and pasting, encourage him to read his

source material, close that window, and
type the information in his own words.
Point out that it’s not enough to rearrange words and sentences. He needs
original explanations and examples, and
he needs to cite the source. If he’s taking
a test or quiz at home, make sure he
turns off chat and email notifications. He
won’t be distracted by pings or feel pressured to share answers.
Finally, praise hard work
rather than focusing on
grades—you’ll teach him
to value both effort and
honesty.

